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Abstract: In the second half of the twentieth century, global security issues have quickly 
transformed into what is defined nowadays as non-traditional security issues, such as the 
recent Covid-19 pandemic which impacted the whole world. It has changed the paradigm 
of life in almost every sector including sensitive matters such as religious activities that 
have been mentioned as a human right previously.  Different cultural backgrounds means 
that the current circumstances cannot be handled the same way for every country. Eastern 
countries with their high social interactions caused faster initial spreading mostly from 
the mobilization. Specific matter like “mudik” during pandemic that happened near 
Ramadhan is another challenging issue for Indonesia, as the highest populated Moslem 
country. Using the problems arising from the progression of pandemic in Indonesia, the 
present work aim to assess the major difficulties faced by the country in order to establish 
a set of short and long term plans that should be addressed to improve the preparedness 
against such pandemics and correct the current flaws that created difficulties to develop 
an optimal response. Governmental decisions should be quick, clear and follow a solid 
strategy to ensure the population is aware that the cases are continuing to increase and 
apply the effects of the social distancing measures that have been put in place. Not only 
healthcare, but economic, social and political issues need to be planned  during and after 
pandemic to build solid and better foundations for future development of the Republic of 
Indonesia. 
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Abstrak: Dari pertengahan kedua abad ke-20, isu keamanan global telah bertransformasi 
dengan cepat menjadi isu keamanan non tradisional, seperti yang tengah terjadi saat ini 
yaitu pandemic Covid-19 yang telah melanda seluruh dunia. Kejadian ini telah merubah 
paradigma  kehidupan hampir di seluruh sektor kehidupan bahkan termasuk hal-hal 
religius yang sebelumnya teridentifikasi sebagai hak asasi manusia. Perbedaan latar 
belakang budaya yang ada membuat penanganan kasus ini tidak bisa disamakan di setiap 
negara. Negara-negara Timur dengan budaya interaksi sosial mereka yang tinggi 
kemudian memberikan dampak yang lebih besar pada penyebaran kasus yang berasal dari 
pergerakan manusia. Isu spesifik seperti “mudik” yang terjadi ketika pendemi saat 
Ramadhan menjadi salah satu isu krusial dan menjadi tantangan tersendiri bagi Indonesia 
sebagai negara dengan penduduk Muslim tertinggi di dunia. Dengan isu-isu yang berjalan 
dan berkembang sangat cepat, Pemerintah kemudian dituntut untuk membuat keputusan 
yang cepat dan tepat. Selain itu, Pemerintah juga dituntut untuk memberikan pengertian 
dan meningkatkan kesadaran masyarakat akan pandemi yang terus berkembang. Tidak 
hanya isu kesehatan, pandemi ini kemudian berkembang ke arah ekonomi, sosial, dan 
politik yang menuntut Pemerrntah untuk memberikan perhatian serius untuk masa depan 
Indonesia.  
 
Kata Kunci : Covid-19, sosial, ekonomi, politik, Indonesia 
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INTRODUCTION  

At the end of 2019, the world was shaken by the appearance of Covid-19, a new 

virus suspected to originate from wild animals and first appearing in Wuhan, a city in 

Hubei Province, China. This new virus caused a very serious disease potentially life-

threatening with symptoms almost similar to normal flu such as fever, sore throat, 

shortness of breath and diarrhea. While this article is being written, the pandemic is still 

causing serious concerns and spreading all over the world. The World Health 

Organization (WHO) keeps updating news about the virus, since there was no idea about 

what is it while the virus spread very fast until they declared it as a pandemic at 11th 

March 2020 as they found 118,000 cases in 114 countries, and 4,291 people have lost 

their lives1. 

This major issue of health management then changed the world activity. Many big 

world events were cancelled or postponed. Even holy places for Moslem, Mecca and 

Medina at Saudi Arabia, has banned entry to sites to curtail spread of Covid-19 with effect 

on 20th March 2020 since the kingdom had confirmed 274 cases of Covid-192. Also 

similarly for Vatican, released by their news agency, Vatican News, St. Peter’s Basilica 

and Square remain closed to tourists as well as guided tours starting from 10th March 2020 

until April 2020 due to the spread of Covid-193. 

Another big world event such as Olympic Games, Soccer Leagues, International 

Seminar or Workshop were also cancelled. It was implemented to slow down the virus 

spreading, because WHO declared that many cases of Covid-19 appeared when people 

are closed one to another. This change happened almost all over the world, included 

Indonesia.  

As one of the most populated country with 267 million people (2019)4, it will be 

interesting to see and learn what happened and what the Government of Indonesia did, 

included what the Government should do, not only from the healthcare point of view, but 

also from other perspectives such as social and politics. Since the issue is truly novel, 

there are not many articles about Covid-19 and its consequences. This article will try to 

find out more about the pandemic through social politics perspective in Indonesia which 

has now become the worst hit country in Southeast Asia with 98778 confirmed cases, 

4781 deaths and 56655 recovered as of July 27th 2020 5,6.  
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THEORY  

 As we know it today, especially in the aftermath of World War II, security issues 

in the world have changed into non-traditional security7–9.  People now are challenged by 

non-military risks that threaten communitarian but also personal security10. To give more 

details, the Consortium of Non Traditional Security mentioned non-traditional security 

issues as challenges to the survival and well-being of peoples and states that arise 

primarily out of non-military sources, such as climate change, resources scarcity, 

infectious diseases, natural disasters, irregular migration, food shortages, people 

smuggling, drug trafficking and transnational crime. These dangers are often 

transnational in scope, defying unilateral remedies and requiring comprehensive – 

political, economic, social – responses, as well as humanitarian use of military force9. 

To be more precise, the different characteristics of non-traditional security can be 

defined with a few set of rules that can be summarized as follow: 

- A non-traditional security risk do not stem from the competition between states or 

shifts in the balance of power, but are often defined in political and socio-economic 

terms. 

- Non-traditional security issues cause societal and political instability and hence 

become threats to security. 

- Consequences of such threats to both states and societies are often difficult to reverse 

or repair. 

- National solutions are often inadequate and would thus essentially require regional 

and multilateral cooperation. 

- The threat of security is not only for the state, but also the people both at individual 

and societal levels. 

 Based on this theory, the pandemic of Covid-19 can be characterized as a non-

traditional security threat. As a consequence, some challenges to which the country is 

confronted during the pandemic in Indonesia could be characterized as non-traditional 

security issues.  

While it is still too early to figure this kind of disease as a bioterrorism act that 

had interest beyond healthcare management, nevertheless we need to learn and evaluate 

the possibility about it as the issue develop. More importantly the flaws and problems that 

have arisen during the pandemic should be used as a learning step to develop strategies 

at every level in order to correct the flaws that had been identified in order to be able to 
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respond efficiently if such a threat should happen again in the future. The worldwide 

impact of the Covid-19 pandemic will have irreversible changes in health controls and 

management. Questions such as how to enable efficient contact tracing while maintaining 

individual privacy protection requires careful but essential application and might induce 

progress in term of ethical rules and policies. Development of better online 

communication systems to limit human interactions needs to be used to build a framework 

to pave the evolution of how communications need to improve in Indonesia between the 

different sectors whether it is from individuals to specific government agencies, between 

companies or between private and public sectors. Such questioning and the problems 

identified during the Covid-19 crisis should be used to plan and pave the way for 

improvements and future development in all aspect of life in Indonesia. That way the 

current situation with its dramatic effects can be used to provide better preparation and 

life to the future generations and show that Indonesia has been able to use it as a step to 

adapt its development by taking into account a new type of threats for its population but 

also its economy. Our methodology will be to analyze the different responses made by 

Indonesia at the political, economic and social levels and identify the main points that 

failed to provide an efficient effect to fight the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic. Based 

on these we will then try to provide a future framework of matters to develop in order to 

correct the failures identified. 

 

ANALYSIS  

1) Political response 

 The Pandemic of Covid-19 in Indonesia was first confirmed on 3rd March at 

Depok, West Java, with a mother and her daughter getting sick after coming back from 

an event that was attended by people from several countries. These first confirmed cases 

of Covid-19 were declared directly by the President, Mr. Joko Widodo. As the issue 

develop and other cases were found, the Government of Indonesia took this as an 

emergency situation11. 

Not only a healthcare issue, as mentioned before in the theory of Non Traditional 

Security, the threat to security is not only for the state, but also for the people both at 

individual and societal levels and impacts other sectors as well. In order to understand 

what the problems that need to be solve are, first we need to figure out what are the 

challenges and difficulties that appeared during the pandemic in Indonesia. We did not 
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have the possibility to follow the actions and policies implemented by other countries like 

Western countries since each country has its own characteristics. However the 

explanation below could be used as a feedback regarding how State and people 

performed.  

First, regarding the health issue, as mentioned previously Covid-19 has infected 

nearly 100000 people in Indonesia as of end of July 2020, and nearly 5000 people died. 

Surely this is not a positive result for Indonesia. Within a month following the first cases, 

around 2000 people were infected and the situation would further worsen in the next 2 or 

3 months. Specifically, Indonesia is an archipelago country that had many entry points, 

different from Singapore or other western countries that have more limited access points. 

The geography of Indonesia therefore made it more difficult to control the mobilization 

of people within Indonesia. The Government needed to respond fast before the number 

of patients become overwhelming for the healthcare system, especially since more than 

250 million people live in Indonesia. Despite other countries entering full lockdown, the 

central government only closed the country’s borders to foreigners on April 2nd 202012, 

one month after the first confirmed cases and once the confirmed local cases reached 

already thousands.  

The Government also increased the budget for healthcare to help to the pandemic 

management11. Related to this matter, the Government of Indonesia asked citizens to stay 

at home and follow the social distancing rules, starting from 16th of March 2020 to prevent 

the Covid-19 to spread too fast.  

From the political sight, it was quite challenging to implement a single general 

policy from the central government considering Indonesia is a very big country. Indonesia 

comprises 33 provinces that are each led by a Governor. Each province also consists of 

several regions led by Mayors/Regents.  This pandemic that spread faster than the 

coordination between central and local governments resulted in the policies from the 

central government being too slow to efficiently slow down the rise in case numbers.  The 

slow pace of decisions taken by the central government to decrease population 

movements within Indonesia also impaired the response that could be developed by the 

local governments since quarantine and lockdown can only be implemented through the 

central government’s action. This affected the efficiency of the actions taken by local 

governments and prevented the possibility to slow down the increase in the number of 

positive Covid-19 cases in the early onset of the pandemic. 
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In another example, Central Government only admitted a confirmed case of Covid-19 just 

after tests in central laboratory at Jakarta were done which required few days. Regarding 

these slow testing procedures, local governments pushed the central government to allow 

them to perform testing by themselves and validate the results in local laboratory from 

their region. This demand from local government were accepted and a list of authorized 

and competent laboratories in Indonesia was released through a declaration from the 

Ministry of Health or Keputusan Menteri Kesehatan Nomor 

HK.01.07/MENKES/182/2020 tentang Jejaring Laboratorium Pemeriksaan Corona 

Virus Disease. The list itself, was declared on 16th March 2020, 13 days after the first 

confirmed cases of Covid-19 were officially documented (3rd March 2020).   

 In another case, Tegal, a small city in Central Java decided to initiate a 

“lockdown” of the city from 30th March 2020 due to a big “mudik” from Jakarta and other 

big cities. Tegal is known as a city of workers. Mostly they worked in Jakarta as 

housemaids or labor force in factories. When they lost their job, they started to come back 

to their hometown, including Tegal. This is why the local administration of Tegal 

implemented their own local lockdown. This also happened in West Java Province in 

which the Governor of West Java allowed the Mayors and Regencies in West Java to 

execute their own local lockdown or karantina wilayah.  

Another example relates to the transportation across provinces as it happened in 

Jakarta and West Java. Both Provinces could not take a decision regarding the trains 

crossing their area. Both provinces wanted PT. KCI, the train company, to stop the train 

in order to prevent the spread of Covid-19 between the two provinces. They were unable 

to do it since it was a decision depending of the central government. Finally few days 

later PT. KCI changed the schedule as proposed by the central government through the 

Ministry of Transportation.  

Following this, the Central Government made specific technical rules called 

Pembatasan Sosial Berskala Besar (PSBB) or Large-Scale Social Restrictions. In the 

PSBB a detailed protocol for movements of people was specifically acknowledged. For 

administration purpose, local governments ask the permission to the central government 

for the local rules and policies they wish to implement and the central government declare 

if it is agreeable or rejected. First PSBB was implemented in Jakarta, the capital city of 

Indonesia on 10th April 2020 for two weeks will be re-evaluated later on. Second PSBB 

was implemented in West Java near Jakarta (Bogor City, Bogor Regency, Depok, Bekasi 
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City, and Bekasi Regency) starting from 15th April 2020 for two weeks and will be re-

evaluated similarly depending of the situation’s progression. And third PSBB was 

implemented in Tangerang, Banten starting from 18th April 2020. This matter should be 

a serious concern for the Government of Indonesia for public well-being in an emergency 

situation despite potential resistance.  

 

2) Economic impact 

 Second, regarding the economic issue, many business places also had to close 

since social distancing and quarantine were implemented. It automatically influenced the 

economy activity of the country. As per April 2020, the Minister of Economy of the 

Republic of Indonesia said that the economy of Indonesia could drop to 2.3 % or maybe 

even worse until minus 0.4 %. Besides, the value of Indonesian Rupiah could be very low 

until Rp. 17.500-Rp. 20.000 per USA Dollar13. Still the Minister said that the situation 

was different from the monetary crisis in 1997-1998. At that time the economy of 

Indonesia could survive because of the Small and Medium Enterprise but in the current 

situation SMEs are strongly affected by their forced decreased activity. On April 2020, 

Government of Indonesia stated that around 1.5 million people lost their job because of 

Covid-19, with 10% being fired and 90% “staying home”. Some 160.067 workers from 

24.225 companies were fired and 1.080.765 workers from 27.340 companies were forced 

to stay home. From informal sector, there were 265.881 workers from 30.466 companies 

who lost their job14. Government of Indonesia claimed that the pandemic also caused the 

decrease of productivity from the labor and companies also purchasing power of people. 

This increase in unemployment then raised another challenging social issue 

related to Covid-19 in Indonesia caused by the cultural background. People in big cities 

like Jakarta went back to their hometown due to many reasons such as the loss of work 

and inability to pay bills or more simple reason like staying home without nothing to do 

lead them to go back to their hometown to spend that time. The Government still tried 

hard to tell people to stay and prevent unnecessary mobilization to avoid virus spread and 

even provided them with some program to fulfil their live during the pandemic. One of 

such program was Program Kartu Prakerja for those who seek job, lost their job, or people 

that need higher competences listed at some Government Office such as Ministry of 

Workers, Ministry of Small and Medium Enterprises, etc. The Government of Indonesia 

increased the budget from 10 Billion Rupiah before pandemic to 20 billion Rupiah during 
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the pandemic. This program itself aims to distribute 3.550.000 rupiah to 1 million people 

through online workshop hosted by State owned Enterprises/government/private 

companies for 4 months.  

Despite these incentives, the Government has been moderately successful to hold 

the mobilization of people. It also is specifically difficult to achieve since this pandemic 

happened near Ramadhan month and the tradition in Indonesia called “mudik” or coming 

back to the hometown to celebrate the Eid ul-Fitr is a behavior deeply anchored into local 

culture. The economic impact and job losses further worsened the situation since it had a 

negative impact on the disease spreading. Movements’ restriction failed to be 

implemented efficiently in time and incentives to help the jobless population did not 

prevent non-essential movements between provinces which led to a massive surge in 

cases from June 2020 until now with new provinces becoming ‘hot spot” of positive cases 

such as Central and East Java. The negative impact on national economy and its pressure 

led to an easing of restrictions of movement between provinces.  

Overall in order to mitigate the economic impact and the effects on its citizens, 

Indonesia had to shorten lockdown restrictions compared to other countries that applied 

restrictions on people’s travels during much longer periods. This difficult situation to 

weight between general health and the economic impact and the difficulties it generates 

on its population led to general failure of social distancing and restrictions measures 

which resulted in a growing number of cases reaching nearly 100000 cases at the end of 

July 2020. This forced choice that needs to balance the economic impact of the pandemic 

and the general health can be considered as another non-traditional security risk and 

should lead to measures and transformations that take into account the fact that both sides 

of the problem need to be addressed and are inevitably linked to each other: higher 

number of unemployed people will decrease their ability to support economy as 

consumers while an increase in sick people may also lead to a decrease in workforce but 

as well decrease their spending habits to be ready to face hard times.   

 

3) Social impact 

 Besides that, another challenge from a social perspective is the lack of trust in the 

government actions. When the government asked people to stay at home and decrease or 

stop all unessential activities included their religious activity, many people rejected and 

some of them caused chaos. Indonesia is not a secular country and religion is one of their 
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basis in Pancasila in the first point. Indonesia is also known as the biggest Moslem 

country in the world.  As per the data from Census held once every 10 years in 2010, it 

was noted that Indonesians comprise 87,18% Moslem,  6,96% Christians, 2,9% Catholics, 

1,69% Hinduists, 0,72% Buddhists, 0,05% Konghucu, 0,13% others and 0,38% unknown.  

When that happened some people thought that Government forbid them to pray and 

rejected their human right.  To face this situation the Government then ask the Scholars 

and all Religion Activists to give their statement from the view of religion in order to give 

a rational statement about the current situation and to defuse the issue at hand. 

 Besides Religion Activists, the Government of Indonesia also involved 

academicians to give explanations about the issue from an academic point of view. The 

lack of knowledge from people also caused extra troubles through circulation of hoaxes 

in social media about the Covid-19 issue and made the situation harder. Rejection for the 

funeral of people dying from Covid-19 for example was advertised in some places in 

Indonesia. People believed that dead people still could spread the virus. Another example 

was people rejecting the doctors, nurses or other medical workers. They believed it to be 

too risky to get close to them since they interacted with sick people.  

Once declaration was made that it was fine to perform religious activities from 

home and explanations about the virus would not spread 7 hours after the death, the 

situation has been getting better. To prevent other rejection issues, the Government then 

implemented specific health protocol related to Covid-19 which included providing 

special areas for funerals to be held. We observed how people trusted more the experts 

than their own Government. This should be a hard homework for the government to build 

a stronger trust relationship with their citizens in order to better implement all the 

necessary policies. In other words the central government could have had better results 

with a better communication involving experts and detailed though concise explanations 

as to what they decided to implement such rules and policies to limit social interactions. 

Such situation can cause social troubles which in time of crisis like the Covid-19 

pandemic can have detrimental effect the management of the crisis such as slowing down 

the implementation of social distancing measures and therefore represents a non-

traditional security issue that impacts social stability and crisis management. 

Another challenge for Indonesia came from Law Enforcement. In Singapore, it 

was illegal to sell masks, hand sanitizer or other related health products for higher price 

with a very strict law, while the opposite happened at Indonesia. Some people still sold 
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masks 10 times more expensive than normal price in both online and conventional 

markets and also because of the scarcity of product. In order to address this issue the 

Government pushed the online platforms or e-commerce to ban the dishonest sellers. It 

was a complicated task due to the size of a country like Indonesia. Just after WHO 

released the information that medical masks should be prioritized for medical personal 

use while healthy people could use a non-medical mask on 3rd April 202015, the situation 

started getting better. More people included Small and Micro Enterprises in Indonesia 

switched their scope and produced non-medical masks to sell with low prices that can be 

afforded by people. This serves as well as a positive example as to how local companies 

and businesses can re-purpose and adapt their expertise and services to help the country 

facing a major crisis while maintaining an economic activity. 

As a special note related to the law enforcement, Indonesia need to pay attention 

more than other countries. First, the large size of the country with numerous people who 

lost their job might induce a rise of the criminality correlated to the unemployment level. 

In addition the Ministry of Law and Human Right of Indonesia has released 22.158 

prisoner to prevent the spread of Covid-19. It might be too early to predict their behavior 

and if they perform good or bad actions once back to the community. But the risk of cases 

involving criminal recidivists should raise awareness and the police and army need to 

more alert in their duty in the current situation. 

 

4) Other effects 

 In term of economic and social issues, the difficulties did not arise only from 

within Indonesia but also from outside. Since the pandemic materialized in December 

2019 and spread towards many countries including ASEAN countries, the economic and 

social activities from and to Indonesia were also directly affected. The “lockdown” policy 

done by countries near Indonesia such as Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand, for example 

made the mobilization either for goods, services or people more limited.  This led to an 

unusual situation in which the country needed to focus on its own capabilities and assets 

with a minimum of external exchanges. This essentially led the Republic of Indonesia to 

manage the Covid-19 situation alone similarly to what happened for most countries. 

While being an uneasy situation this represents also an opportunity to strongly assess the 

strengths and weaknesses that the global pandemic has revealed and to start to improve 

the points that failed to meet satisfying results. 
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DISCUSSION  

1) Improving the communication 

 After checking the challenges faced by the country, then we can outline some 

aspects that the Government need to improve and be more vigilant about. As pluralism 

theory declares, the state is not the only actor in international relations16. Instead the state 

should involve other actors. Involving the figures such as religion activists and 

academicians in giving statements was an important and good idea. But the government 

could also pay more attention to involve media. Media have a very important role since 

they are bridging the information from the government to people. And the government 

should ensure the media to be neutral and accurate in providing information. Therefore 

the first point of improvement should be the communication with the population. In order 

for the communication to be efficient and have a positive effect early in the crisis the 

government first needs to make quick and clear decisions11. Waiting for the first cases to 

be confirmed was not necessary to start working on communication and the policies to be 

implemented once the pandemic starts to impact the country. 

For example, the “panic buying” that took place when the country started to enter 

into a lockdown phase could trigger other people to display the same “panic buying” 

behavior. The media could be used to reassure people, giving more positives news related 

to Covid-19 such as people who recovered from the disease, the availability of stock for 

food and products and other news to show that the Government is acting to help the people 

in order to earn their trust and comply with government policies. Media also should be 

more active in preventing and handling hoaxes and fake news related Covid-19. In 

Indonesia, based on data from Asosiasi Pengguna Jasa Internet Indonesia, Indonesians 

use the internet mostly for chatting (89,4%) and also for social media (87%)17. Those 

platform were the easiest way to spread the hoaxes and false information.  

As observed in Indonesia, the more recent actions of the Government put them 

back on track to mitigate the situation but showed a lack of understanding from the 

population with the term “new normal” emphasized by the government. This led to the 

Indonesian government to change this label from “new normal” to ‘adapting to new 

habits” in order to ensure people do not believe that the crisis is over and everything is 

back to normal18. However the central government still needs to emphasize clearly on the 

current necessities and to build a real communication path with their citizens and not only 

related to the healthcare issues and social distancing necessity.  
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Another solution is emphasizing Law Enforcement. Government need to be very 

strict in implementing the PSBB. But in order to give legitimacy in strict law enforcement 

the communication and the information given to the population requires to be extremely 

clear and understood. In this case the Government really needs to handle all the details 

from the top down to the grassroots. Supervision in implementing all the policies is highly 

necessary to avoid mistakes and exploits. Government should be fair in treating their 

citizens. Many violations discovered should be a homework for Government to solve. 

Incentives to comply or punishment like fines would be a better idea than putting violators 

into jail.  

Besides punishment, the Government could create a reward system for those who 

work to fight the current situation. Using a strict but fair dual reward and punishment 

system could be good way for the people to put back their trust into the government. It 

would show that the Government was there and did not give up to solve the crisis. This 

could be a critical moment for the Government to show their competence and earn back 

trust and unity.  

 

2) Evolution of national economy 

 The loss of jobs has been extremely high in Indonesia and the government should 

certainly worked on renovating laws and policies regulating employment to protect job 

holders but also the companies. For example, the Government already involved third 

parties such as businessmen but they need to go beyond their roles since they are some of 

the main stakeholders in economy. The policy to cut the tax and give longer time for 

credit for small micro enterprise was a good idea even if the country will need to spend 

more money for that to compensate. Those technical issues requires to be managed very 

well. Fake data should be also avoided at all cost through thorough investigations. 

Determination of what kind of company and which SMEs will benefit this policy should 

be almost flawless. Besides, missing data due to Indonesia having a large population can 

potentially occur. Collaboration with media and high technology is surely needed. Who 

gets help from the government should be transparent and well informed since it has the 

potential drawback to cause chaos and discontent. 

But the economy and local businesses certainly will need to evolve once the 

pandemic reaches its end. In the digital era it appears essential and beneficial to be able 

to promote online transaction and interactions and this is a domain in which Indonesia 
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can greatly improve compared to other countries. The ability to shift from a company-

based work to a remote working model during time of crisis might have given more 

flexibility to Indonesian businesses and companies to face the economic induced by the 

Covid-19 pandemic. As a matter of fact the global pandemic of 2020 has completely 

revolutionized the view and perception on remote working19. The development of 

capabilities for remote working in the post-Covid-19 era might be an important step 

forward to improve economic flexibility. Early analysis of data in United States seem to 

indicate that the states in which the fraction of remote working was higher correlated with 

lower unemployment insurance claims20. This ability to shift to remote work in time of 

crisis should be used as parts of strict business continuity plans that should be mandatory 

for all businesses and companies in order to maintain sustainable activity in case of major 

crisis such as Covid-19 but also in case of other incidents that may lead to business 

disruption. 

While the government should encourage companies to define strong business 

continuity plans to maintain some degree of activity while major business disruption 

occur, it should also provide a framework to define such plans and create a set of 

incentives and sanctions through reworking laws and regulation to support a remodeling 

of business models but also to provide social protection to employees and avoid abuse in 

manpower lay-off. In such plans the lawmakers should emphasize the fact that in time of 

crisis everything should be attempted to preserve job positions such as remote working, 

shift from full-time to part-time or work shifts before considering the inevitability of 

terminating a job position. Another aspect that should be encouraged would be to re-

purpose the business or industrial activities when possible to help fighting the crisis at 

hand but also with the benefit to maintain an economic activity. Some successful 

examples of such shift in activity has been seen in West Java Province where some 

companies such as state-owned arms manufacturers PT Pindad and state-owned aircraft 

manufacturer PT Dirgantara Indonesia were able to shift some of their activity to produce 

ventilators that are critical equipment needed for hospitals21. Promoting such local 

innovation and flexibility has been beneficial for West Java to have a better control of the 

pandemic than other Indonesian provinces22. Taken together these facts show that 

Indonesia could gain very important benefits from encouraging and paving the way for 

economic models allowing more flexibility and to shape the future of the country. 
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3) Modernizing the healthcare system 

 The healthcare system in Indonesia has been strongly impacted by the Covid-19 

pandemic and has shown its limits in term of ability to face a major health crisis. The 

need to modernize the healthcare aspect in Indonesia is now evident to all. The death of 

at least 89 healthcare workers due to Covid-19 as of July 14th 202023 in Indonesia is 

alarming not only because of the dramatic result of people dying while trying to treat and 

save others but also because it is a loss of specialized and valuable manpower that will 

take years to replace in a country that is already showing a deficit in the numbers of 

doctors, nurses, beds and ICU compared to the size of its population24. Not only the 

modernization of the healthcare system appear to be a necessity but it could also prove to 

be beneficial from an economic point of view and further helps in Indonesia’s 

development. The unaddressed medical needs in Indonesia is estimated to be worth nearly 

$70 billions25.  

Improving the system could develop an entire economic field relatively 

unexplored in Indonesia until now. Though it would require extensive effort and planning 

the potential benefits for the country economy and development are worth the effort. Such 

modernization would promote developing education to train more healthcare workers, 

modernize the hospital system to achieve more modern standard, facilitate 

communication between healthcare facilities and provide a better follow-up of medical 

needs for the population. That would require direct involvement of the government to 

launch such a modernization that would need to start by building a trust that Indonesian 

citizens currently lacks in their healthcare system. The wealthiest citizens prefer to go 

abroad for their healthcare needs which by itself represent an economic loss at the national 

level25. This could also be used to promote better cooperation between clinicians and 

research teams of scientists to address the issues faced by the local health institutions. 

This could in turn promote innovation in the field of health sciences which by itself could 

as well generate substantial economic benefits. Overall the future of Indonesia will have 

to include as well an improvement of its healthcare system to reach more modern 

standards in order to be able to face major health concerns such as the Covid-19 crisis but 

also the local issues faced by an important population. This is an important field for a 

country and government in order to fulfill its role in providing protection and care to its 

citizens. Additionally a developed healthcare system will in turn be an important actor of 

local economy and innovation to help in the development of Indonesia.  
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

 In the case of Indonesia, it is not possible to implement strictly similar solutions 

used in Western countries. While western countries are more individualistic, eastern 

countries like Indonesia with its high social culture face bigger mobilization concerns. 

The Government needs more effort to manage it. Even if the situation is still not as big as 

China, Italy or USA the possibility for it to reach similar range or even beyond that in the 

next few weeks or months is real and needs to be taken seriously. 

The size and archipelago type country also results in Indonesia having to watch 

over larger areas. As mentioned previously, the number of potential entry points is very 

high so the risk and difficulty to watch over all constitute a bigger challenge for Indonesia.  

Next, make the most of the role of specific figures, scholars and experts in Indonesia to 

also educate people. Until now, Indonesians still believe more these persons than the 

government and the government should see this as another option or instrument to 

educate, inform and reach their citizens.  

 Last but not least, Indonesia should be ready for the situation post-pandemic not 

only in term of healthcare issue, but also in term of economic, social and political 

concerns and flaws that need to be addressed. It is possible that some actors use this 

Covid-19 issue as “political product” to drop another figure or just advertise their name. 

This kind of issue could influence the stability of the country especially since the 

pandemic happened all over the world. That is why as the theory of Non Traditional 

Security mentions, collective actions like cooperation between countries is strongly and 

strictly needed to solve non-traditional security issues such as the current Covid-19 

pandemic.  
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